Partners’ experiences in importation processes through the Egyptian (Argeen) and Ethiopian (Metema) have been added as an annexe of the 3rd IMPACCT WG bulletin on Importation and Customs Processes.

A dedicated box for Chad documents have been added to the website:
- Document on exemption on import taxes for relief cargo for Sudanese refugees, [link](#).
- Import freight charges, [link](#).
- Main highlights of the logistics assessment have been published.

Two partners have already provided information on their storage capacity in Sudan. [Link](#) to survey.

Meeting minutes and [slides](#) from the last coordination meeting are online.

**ENTRY POINTS**

- **Argeen (SDN/EGY)**: WFP trucks crossed the border on 17 June. Another partner is currently doing customs clearance for their cargo.
- **Port Sudan Airport**: Operational and Customs offices opened. Port Sudan ad hoc landing permits granted.
- **Port Sudan Sea Port**: Operational and functional, shipping line. The port and customs offices opened.
- **UNHAS**: Extended flights from Aman and Nairobi to Port Sudan until the end of July.
- **Am Dafok (CAR) Umm Rawq (SDN)**: Import/Export not possible.
- **Adre (TCH) / Maragibir (SDN)**: While the mission crossed into SDN, further discussions continue. Chad has no objection at the national and sub-national levels. Highlights of the assessment are to be posted today.
- **Renk (SSD) / Kosti/Rabak (SUD)**: Confirmed road and river Renk-Kosti is open. MoU (WFP-SDN-SSD) is being updated. Two partners organisation are looking to move cargo to Kosti by river, facilitated by SSD Logistics Cluster.
- **Galabat (SDN) / Metema (ETH)**: An organisation crossed the border. As the process needed several unexpected approvals, the entry point is not considered as fully open. Medical cargo cannot be imported into Sudan through this entry point.

**KEY UPDATES**

- Partners’ experiences in importation processes through the Egyptian (Argeen) and Ethiopian (Metema) have been added as an annexe of the 3rd IMPACCT WG bulletin on Importation and Customs Processes.
- A dedicated box for Chad documents have been added to the website:
  - Document on exemption on import taxes for relief cargo for Sudanese refugees, [link](#).
  - Import freight charges, [link](#).
  - Main highlights of the logistics assessment have been published.
- Two partners have already provided information on their storage capacity in Sudan. [Link](#) to survey.
- Meeting minutes and [slides](#) from the last coordination meeting are online.

Previous updates – no changes are included in light grey.

Information represented in this document is based on the most accurate data currently available from the Field Logistics Cluster staff supporting the emergency response operation. It may be revised or updated as new or more complete data becomes available.

**CONTACTS**

Fiona Lithgow  
Regional Logistics Coordinator (Nairobi)  
fiona.lithgow@wfp.org

Ali Awan  
Sudan Logistics Cluster Coordinator  
ali.awan@wfp.org

Sdn.response.logcoordination@wfp.org

**WEBSITE**

https://logcluster.org/ops/sdn20a